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Abstract
In this article, I consider how organisations within ‘Alternative’ Food Networks (AFNs) might
help us to enact a more-than-human ethic of care in the Anthropocene. Drawing on the diverse
economies framework of J.K. Gibson-Graham (2006a; 2006b) as well as readings in the
feminist ethics of care literature, I explore an ethnographic study of three Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) schemes in the North West of England. Whilst there has been
surprisingly little scholarly work linking food and the Anthropocene, much more has been
made of the relationship between the food system and Anthropogenic processes of climate
change. The orthodox responses to the problems that climate change may bring about are
undergirded by Hobbesian visions and the perceived viability of instrumental, technocratic
‘fixes’ that are, for many reasons, worthy of critique. Broadening our viewpoint, and
recognising that the Anthropocene and climate change require different responses, I argue that
AFNs can provide a more hopeful perspective in how we might understand our existence within
a more-than-human world. Rather than reading AFNs through analytical binaries as either
reformist or radical entities merely confronting the ills of the food system, I develop an account
that instead understands them as open-ended and tantalisingly different forms of organisation
(Stock et al., 2015b) that can play a central role in fostering a more-than-human ethics of care
for the Anthropocene.
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Introduction: encounters in the forest garden
Without being unduly negative, the outlook for food security for much of the world’s
population by 2050, on the face of it, is desolate. (Perry, 2016: 129)
So the crisis is the age. (Johnson et al., 2014: 450)
[A] different human involvement in nature demands new roles, responsibilities, and
practices. The stakes, however, are too high not to experiment. (Buck, 2015: 376)
On a wet, cold and windy afternoon in late 2016 I found myself at the edge of a light industrial
estate in a ‘forest garden’ in the North West of England. Situated on formerly derelict
wasteland, this space had been handed over to a charitable organisation called Green Fingers1
to provide volunteering opportunities to local people with a range of mental health issues. That
such a site existed was surprising on two fronts: firstly, for reasons that have been explored in
detail elsewhere, funding for third-sector organisations in the United Kingdom has become
increasingly difficult to obtain in recent years (Aiken and Harris, 2017). Despite this, Green
Fingers still managed to run weekly volunteering sessions led by a trained (and remunerated)
co-ordinator. Secondly, historical photographs of the site that the co-ordinator showed me
revealed that up until the late 1960s the site was little more than a desolate expanse of concrete.
There was not a tree in sight. That I was now stood under a luscious, if evidently young, canopy
of trees and surrounded by a wide range of plants, bushes and wildlife—with small plots of
food grown opportunistically in the spaces between them—was refreshing. In the
Anthropocene, Buck (2015) rightly notes that we have become all too familiar with seductive
“horror stories” in which the human is little more than a “rapacious earth eater” (p. 370-1).
Whilst we ought not deny the many worrying ecological ills that pockmark the present, as well
as their historical roots (Bonneuil and Fressoz, 2016), we might ask if Buck’s horror stories are
all that we can echo (see also Collard et al., 2015). Tellingly, neo-Malthusian thought has
become the new vernacular across the political spectrum and that socio-ecological relations
must be understood through a naturalised vocabulary of limits, barriers, overshoot, decline and
collapse deserves interrogation (Sarewitz, 2000). After all, as I stood in the forest garden I
found myself in a space which had undergone a profound and remarkable transformation,
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spurred by the fostering of rich engagements between humans and the vibrant ‘more-thanhuman’ world (Whatmore, 2006; Latta, 2014; Gibson-Graham, 2011).
Admittedly, these more-than-human engagements did not always make the work of the
volunteers easy. Speaking to one of the volunteers during a coffee break, I asked him what he
had been doing in the previous session. He showed me an area of the site that he had been
working on for weeks, attempting to plant shrub seedlings that would eventually grow into a
bee-friendly habitat. As he reminded me, the garden was after all grounded in an ethic of
producing “food for us and food for nature”. Yet it was not uncommon to return to the site at
the following volunteering session and find that wildlife, often deer, had decided to graze on
what had previously been planted. Whilst potentially an annoyance to see these efforts go to
waste, the volunteers at the forest garden tried to remain more upbeat about such occurrences.
If it was, as suggested, really about food for us and food for nature, what authority did we—
the humans—have over what should or should not be eaten? Another volunteer who overheard
our conversation suggested that it was probably a sign it was enjoyable to eat and that perhaps
we should be happy about our ability to care, albeit at a distance, for another being in this way.
When I tentatively asked if they had considered any deterrents, chemical or otherwise, to avoid
this I was quickly met with howls of protest. These attempts to exclude or discourage these
beings seemed, for the volunteers, deeply arrogant.
These encounters in the forest garden are important, introductory fragments of the story that I
will tell here. Today, the Anthropocene, following on from the Holocene, signals the
impossibility of separating out ‘natural’ Earth surface processes from the geological agency of
the human (Steffen, Grinevald, et al., 2011). Scholars have been keen to point out that this
agency has manifested in various biophysical crises and the looming spectre of Anthropogenic
climate change (Wright et al., 2013). In the world of food, policy responses to climate change
have largely coalesced around the prospect of ‘sustainably intensifying’ (Pretty et al., 2012)
food production alongside the pervasive securitisation of global food supply chains
(Sommerville et al., 2014) in the face of a climate that is, contra the Holocene, no longer
represented as a benevolent backdrop to human action but actively threatens our existential
status at a species level (Head, 2016). Though not directly concerned with food, Wright and
Nyberg (2015) critique the viability of such reformist approaches that scarcely question
‘business as usual’ logic and instead argue that we require fundamental changes in the
organisation of society to address these problems. Offering a different perspective, Buck
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suggests that the Hobbesian language of ‘security’—barely distinct from the now ubiquitous
language of ‘resilience’ (Walker and Cooper, 2011; Wright, 2016)—signals a grim future
carrying with it a “dismal and dangerous politics” (Buck, 2015: 371). It might be argued that,
as per Bauman’s (1993) classic account, these policy narratives are grounded in an ambivalent,
anxious politics haunted by attempts to articulate human control over irrational and seemingly
threatening dimensions of our contemporary existence, thus negating them (Robbins and
Moore, 2013). With the circulation of such pessimistic diagnoses, Buck (2015) is correct to
ponder if we can envisage nothing better than this for the Anthropocene age.
This being said, the danger of reading too heavily into the dominance and power of these
narratives and their articulations of potential futures risks an analysis that belies the diversity
of social and economic worlds, which J.K. Gibson-Graham’s (2006a; 2006b; 2011; see also
Gibson-Graham and Roelvink, 2010) feminist economic geography has aimed to highlight. As
the forest garden powerfully articulates, binary distinctions (sustainable—unsustainable,
secure—insecure) marking out current and future potentials for the food system hide many
complexities in already divergent forms of organisation (Carolan, 2016). As Denham, Fullagar
and Head (2009) suggest, agriculture as we know it is not a fixed ‘Thing’ operating through
binary modes but a set of “constituent practices” which are ‘bundled’ “in different ways […]
through time” (p. 38). Recognising this contingency, as well as the diversity of social and
economic life, helps us to consider how we might instead organise food production for the
better (Carlisle, 2015). In recent years, a wealth of sociological and geographical perspectives
have aimed to draw attention to Alternative Food Networks (AFNs) and their various attempts
to organise in this way, attempting to mitigate the ills of problematic ‘mainstream’ ways of
‘doing’ (Dowler et al., 2010) food around the world.
This article employs the ‘diverse economies’ approach of Gibson-Graham as well as the
scholarly AFN literature in arguing, following Buck, that as critical organisational theorists we
must do more to imagine a better Anthropocene. In considering three distinct, though
admittedly similar CSA schemes, I argue for the ways in which these organisations might help
us to read the present as offering examples of food producing spaces that do not simply reaffirm
the anxious, pessimistic politics of the Anthropocene but instead help to foster a new, hopeful,
more-than-human ethics of care. As I will show, this ethics of care is based upon the
recognition of the interdependency of all beings, and uses the case study of these CSAs to
consider how organisations can spur the recognition of the agential capacities of matter that
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within the history of Western thought otherwise have little (Roe and Buser, 2016). This
recognition is crucial if we are to formulate a more positive path through the Anthropocene
versus viewing it as a mere ‘ecology of problems’ (Larsen, 2016) to be solved. To chart this
account, I first begin by further unpicking some of the important threads which link together
food, ‘alternatives’, care and the Anthropocene. From then on, I offer a brief methodological
note before considering how AFNs help us to enact a more-than-human ethics of care for the
Anthropocene.
Situating food in the Anthropocene
Given the diversity of responses to, and analyses of, the Anthropocene—our geological ‘epochin-the-making’ (Szerszynski, 2017)—it is surprising that relatively few links have been made
to food. From the Earth and geosciences (Crutzen, 2002; Steffen et al., 2007; Steffen, Persson,
et al., 2011; Zalasiewicz et al., 2014) to the environmental humanities (Davies, 2016; Gillen,
2016; Haraway, 2015), social sciences (Clark, 2014; Knight, 2015; Chernilo, 2016) and beyond
(Rickards, 2015; Lorimer and Driessen, 2014), markedly differing approaches have found
common ground in recognising the geological agency of the human and the analytical
inseparability of the ‘natural’ (Clark and Yusoff, 2017).
In her insightful account of the Anthropocene, Head (2016) notes that the failure to confront
questions around agriculture and food production in the Anthropocene literature seems
particularly odd when we consider the profound effects it has had on the working of the planet.
The Haber-Bosch process, for example, was developed in the early 20th Century to ‘fix’
nitrogen into ammonia in the soil with the advent of cheap, industrially-produced synthetic
fertilisers. The wide uptake of these chemical fertilisers has so distinctly shifted
biogeochemical flows that, as Lewis and Maslin (2015) note, one would now have to look back
approximately 2.5 billion years to find an equivalent geological state for the atmospheric
presence of nitrogen. It is unsurprising, therefore, that debate continues around not only where
to place the ‘golden spike’ (Hamilton, 2015) that symbolically marks the shift from the
Holocene to the Anthropocene but with reference to what forms of human activities. Evoking
cataclysmic imaginaries, scientists has argued that radionuclides from the testing of atomic
bombs ought to mark the transition to the Anthropocene in the 1950s (Waters et al., 2015). On
a more modest level, it is no great underestimation that it is agriculture, of all domains of human
activity, that has most profoundly impacted both biogeochemical flows and geophysical strata.
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The Earth readily bears the scars of our agricultural heritage, and if the Anthropocene is
anything at all, it is steadfastly agricultural (Head, 2016; Haraway, 2015).
Though deeply interrelated with the Anthropocene literature, if not entirely equivalent, much
more substantial links have been made between agriculture and Anthropogenic climate change,
with suitably dire predictions abounding. Predicted rises in the global temperature of 4°c—a
possible outcome of current trends in carbon outputs—has the potential to severely limit our
ability to produce food around the world (Wheeler and von Braun, 2013). These neoMalthusian visions of eco-catastrophe dominate expected futures in which we come up against
palpable ‘planetary boundaries’. Such boundaries are here understood as the “safe limits
outside of which the Earth system cannot continue to function in a stable, Holocene-like state”
(Whiteman et al., 2013: 313). Though we might immediately take issue with the idea of the
Holocene as notionally ‘stable’—humans have long been adapting to a variable and malignant
climate (Head, 2000; 2016)—Anthropogenic climate change has led to policy prognoses in the
world of food that primarily reassert the dominance of productivism, favouring increasing
yields within the language of efficiency (Lawrence et al., 2013).
Against this backdrop, Marxian perspectives have also drawn significant attention to the
serious inequities that afflict the political—economic landscape of food production around the
world and the need to confront capitalistic forms of agriculture with a wide range of negative
social, economic and ecological impacts (Moore, 2011). As Marx himself argued in Capital,
Volume III, “all progress in capitalist agriculture is a progress in the art, not only of robbing
the worker, but of robbing the soil” (Marx, 1976: 638). Robbing the soil of its fertility through
the geographical displacement of energy flows across urban and rural contexts—what Foster
terms a ‘metabolic rift’ (Foster, 1999; see also White et al., 2017)—shows how these problems
are intricately related to the political and economic organisation of society. In the 21st Century,
McMichael (2009), again writing from a Marxian perspective, has argued that the
monopolising tendencies of capital have manifested in a ‘corporate food regime’. This regime
is not only characterised by the concentration of power in ever fewer (corporate) hands, but it
also carries an associated baggage of highly industrialised production processes, carbonintensive logistics chains and nascent biotechnology such as genetic modification (Scrinis,
2007). Moore (2015) conversely quips that perhaps there is no such regime, suggesting that
there is only one food regime for ‘developed’ countries in the West, whilst the others suffer a
hunger regime and bear the ecological costs resulting from this modality of food production.
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However we characterise today’s regime, these eco-socialist and eco-Marxist accounts focus
on the uneven and combined development fostered by capitalism and argue for the need to find
ways of valuing the natural world beyond the endless accumulation of surplus value (Moore,
2011). Taking it further, Moore so seriously insists on the power of capital to historically
influence our relations with nature that he deems our age not the Anthropocene but the
Capitalocene (Moore, 2015). For Moore, the logic of capital has successfully portrayed the
world as a mere series of ‘resources’ such that the possibility of thinking about (or caring for)
the natural world differently—purified and analytically distinct from the realm of the cultural
(Latour, 2002)—appears near impossible. Nyberg and Wright (2016; 2013; see also Wright
and Nyberg, 2012), focusing on the tactics of ‘corporate environmentalism’, have powerfully
argued against the ability for corporations within the capitalist system to enact these changes,
with little convincing evidence to suggest that their tactics aiming towards ecological
sustainability have any positive impact at all (Whiteman et al., 2013).
Diverse economies and the search for alternatives
This collection of problems—climate change, a potentially disastrous collapse in the food
supply and the totalising power of (corporate) capitalism—taken together seems dire. Yet
framing this situation as an inevitability is not particularly helpful. Imagining the future
organisation of society in light of climate change ought not to preclude any possibility (Wright
et al., 2013) and may well be more positive. Likewise, treating capital as an actor which
mediates our relationship with nature in negative ways perhaps gives it too much agency
(Gibson-Graham, 2006a), and we ought to question the sheer power that certain economic logic
seemingly has in colonising our mental ‘lifeworlds’ (Schutz, 1967). Considering those
organisations that do not neatly fit into these pre-determined explanations and perhaps attempt
offer something different—the forest garden as but one example—is itself part of a wider
project that recognises the diversity of social and economic worlds. Gibson-Graham’s feminist
economic geography has been of central importance on this front, helping to spur a significant
academic interest in the role that ‘alternative’ economic spaces can play in bringing more
positive futures into being for the Anthropocene (Hill, 2015; Harris, 2009; Lee, 2000; Leyshon
et al., 2003).
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If we follow Gibson-Graham’s important semiotic tactic (adopted from queer theory) of
performatively reading for difference within the terrain of food production—contrasted, as they
suggest, by reading for sameness—we reveal a rich diversity of approaches, aims and
organisational models. Reading for difference, recognising diversity and acting “as subjects
who can imagine and enact a new economic politics” (Gibson-Graham, 2006a: xxviii) helps us
to avoid the risk of explanations that descend into what they term a form of capitalocentrism.
Analyses that suffer from this erroneously represent all social and economic forms through
their relation to capitalism, in doing so treating ‘the economy’ as something external to the
social world. Capitalocentric “tendenc[ies] [serve] to represent economy as a space of invariant
logics and automatic unfolding that offered no field for intervention”, when their diverse
framework encourages us to see not a “singular capitalist system or space [but] rather […] a
zone of cohabitation and contestation among multiple economic forms” (Gibson-Graham,
2006a: xi).
AFNs are a key example of these multiple economic forms, and have received significant
critical attention, particularly from human geographers (Venn et al., 2006; Lockie, 2008;
Guthman, 2008; Stock et al., 2015b). Whilst the ‘alternative’ label has proven contentious—
Wilson (2013) suggests that they are always destined to remain subservient to a hegemonic
mainstream—it is analytically useful for its ability to draw our attention to the attempts around
us to enact and articulate spaces of difference and heterogeneity in the food system. Current
research has unreflexively prioritised European and North American perspectives, though it
ought to be recognised that the liminal sense of ‘alternativeness’ upon which AFNs are founded
varies across different spatial contexts (Whatmore et al., 2003). For example, whilst European
networks have typically prioritised regional economic development (Goodman, 2004), Chinese
AFNs prioritise traceability and the safety of food in a context of chronic food fraud (Si et al.,
2015). Though a generalisation, both North and South American AFNs instead serve to disrupt
the increasing concentration of power over the food supply and are more readily considered as
oppositional social movements (Ilbery et al., 2005).
Working from a diverse economies perspective, it is not enough to say (even in the North and
South American contexts) that the organisation of AFNs around the world are in grand
opposition against a totalising and unified capitalism. Whilst it is important to recognise the
intersections between variegated forms of capitalism (Peck and Theodore, 2007) and food
production—of which there are certainly many—we might here evoke Gibson-Graham’s
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(2006a) image of seeing capitalist practices as existing in a ‘sea’ of other economic logics,
capitalist or otherwise. Whilst McMichael argues that AFNs are “counter-movements”
attempting to expand their “social base on the grounds of democracy, ecology and quality”
(McMichael, 2009: 142), such an understanding risks reducing a wide variety of organisational
models to offering little more than an anti or counter-politics. Goodman, DuPuis and Goodman
(2011) avoid this reductionist account by arguing that AFNs around the world are more open
ended efforts to “seek to reconfigure the ‘orderings’ of the socio-ecological engendered by
conventional agro-food provisioning” (p. 51, emphasis mine). What they critically recognise
is not simply the complex relationship that AFNs have towards capitalist formations (risking
capitalocentrism), but that they might help us to imagine quite different socio-ecological
relationships. A feminist ethics of care framework is prescient in helping us to develop our
conceptualisation, and understanding, of these new orderings.
Understanding care in AFNs
Care is central to our social existences, yet has been marginalised in other normative ethical
frameworks (consequentialism, deontology et cetera) that dominate Western thought. An ethics
of care framework seeks to explain the fundamental role that care plays in reproducing ‘the
social’, whilst recognising that it is the central tenet without which it is impossible to imagine
those other normative frameworks gaining any traction whatsoever (Katz, 2001). Carol
Gilligan’s (1993) pioneering account in this field nonetheless fully recognises the gendered
inflections of care, which has long been cast out as a feminine activity. Women are burdened
with the vast majority of ‘care work’ (Hochschild, 2003) that is poorly remunerated if at all.
Though care often appears conceptually slippery by comparison to the abstract and often rigid
principles of other normative ethical theories, Liedtka (1996) helpfully narrows down the
central tenets of the ethics of care approach. As she suggests, this approach focuses on how we
treat particular—as opposed to abstract—Others; it draws our attention not to the rational selfinterest of Others but their need; and it is grounded on a deliberative dialogue with these Others.
It is therefore irreducible to a set of universalisable guiding principles but instead concentrates
on our capacity to respond to and enact responsibility towards Others (Mol et al., 2010; see
also Harbers et al., 2002).
The links between this care and food are substantive, though too many accounts have taken
eating as the primary domain through which questions of care arise (e.g. Abbots et al., 2016).
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Yet the socio-ecological re-orderings aimed for by AFNs are fundamentally attempts to
practice care (Carolan, 2014) at differing levels. After all, the Other encountered in these reorderings is not only a human Other, nor purely an animal Other (c.f. Connolly and Cullen,
2017). Rather, the Other expands to cover the more-than-human world that we inhabit and
produce food within, extending to the organismic (Tronto, 1993). This more-than-human world
is full of vital difference which is itself living and not inanimate or without agency (Haraway,
2015). As a result, this does not mean that the human need be understood as a ‘care giver’ for
all those Others in the world (Buck, 2015). Instead, as we saw in the forest garden at the start
of this article, the ethic of care framework serves to problematise hierarchical normative ethical
frameworks—which place the human at the top or centre—and instead proceeds with a vision
of a horizontal web of interdependency between all matters. As Puig de la Bellacasa (2010)
considers in her wonderful examination of permaculture, drawing attention to the diverse
practices that recognise the “concrete relationalities” between interdependent “forms of life”
serves to decentre “human ethical subjectivity by not considering humans as masters of, but
part of earth’s living beings” (p. 152). Before I bring this understanding into dialogue with my
empirical research, I first outline my methodological approach and introduce the other two
organisations I focus upon here.
A note on methodology and contextualising the study
This research was undertaken as part of a larger study on AFNs in a time of economic austerity
in the North West of England. Although a geographical area historically better known for its
pastoral farming, it is today a region well served by a wide variety of organisations that are
attempting to articulate different, and more positive, developments in food production and
distribution at relatively small-scales. Within the study, a variety of qualitative methods were
used to make sense of these spaces, with the primary research method being 31 semi-structured
interviews with those involved in different organisations. This included owners, members and
volunteers at a broad range of spaces including CSA schemes, co-operatives, local food
linkages and ‘pay as you feel’ cafés. These discussions primarily focused on the broad aims
and hopes for the organisation in the future of the food system.
In addition to the interviews that I undertook, I also spent seven months undertaking
volunteering in these sites which enabled me to ethnographically make sense of practices as
they occurred ‘on the ground’ (Tracy, 2012). I collected field notes and recordings whilst
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within these sites, which enabled me to analyse them alongside the transcribed interviews. The
analysis that I undertook was primarily informed by the diverse economies framework,
focusing on the competing forces and logics that might be experienced in ways that were not
wholly amenable to representational knowledge (spoken words) in the interview process
(Lorimer, 2008). In this way, these spaces were understood from the outset as not simply
serving to re-establish and reproduce certain dominant subjectivities (for example, neoliberal
discourses of ‘consumer empowerment’ and ever increasing choice) but as aiming towards
more varied ends and aims (Harris, 2009).
Alongside Green Fingers discussed at the start, I spent time in two other sites. Whilst all three
were CSA schemes, their organisational models differed slightly. Flourishing Fare, for
example, was a rural growing site that had been established approximately 30 years ago, both
relying upon community involvement in the scheme as well as operating a commercial side of
the business to keep the operation afloat. Flourishing Fare had therefore for much of its
existence relied upon the income of a small ‘farm shop’ on site—which sold both their own
organically-certified produce and a wide range of what they deemed ‘ethical’ products—and
weekly direct-to-door ‘veg box’ deliveries to nearby towns and villages. Although Flourishing
Fare had once employed a regular cohort of waged workers, they had seen business collapse
after the financial crisis of 2007/8 and one of the remaining members of staff succinctly told
me that they had “just about, barely, survived”. Community support from volunteers within the
site had therefore taken on a new degree of importance in the subsequent years.
The third organisation that I will discuss here was Wood Grove, a newer CSA site which had
been running for five years. The land on which it was based had been purchased by two retirees
who had wanted to develop a community-run space for growing and learning about food. Space
on the large site was informally leased to different projects to make use of as they deemed
appropriate. The most prominent project on the site occupied much of the space viable for food
growing, and relied on the volunteers that worked at weekly organised sessions. They could
optionally donate a small amount of money to purchase tools, seeds and other equipment each
year. In return for their labour and contribution to the site, the volunteers could take away a
share of the produce harvested each week. The account that follows continues to draw upon
ethnographic dimensions of my time spent at all three of these sites, and I now turn to the
question of care and the more-than-human within these spaces.
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Engaging the more-than-human world
As we saw in the forest garden at the beginning, the volunteers within the site had developed a
way of producing food which attempted not to wholly exclude ‘pests’ or remove non-human
actants, instead welcoming their presence on the site. Rather than further a productivist ethic
(aiming for quantity), such a method of organising food production instead recognised our
ability to practice care towards the more-than-human world. Their ethos of “food for us and
food for nature” recognises the interdependency of all beings, and sees the task of growing
food not as a rational manipulation of natural forces for solely human ends but as an
engagement within a vibrant, more-than-human world. If humanity, as per the diagnosis of the
Anthropocene, has so extensively manipulated the context in which wildlife exists—whether
deer, bees, birds, worms or any other creature that we might imagine—the ethic of care fostered
within the site was grounded in engagement with actants that Western thought has long
understood as possessing little agency of their own (Bennett, 2004).
Whilst the legacy of actor-network theory has been to question agency as a specifically human
quality (see, for example, Hopkinson, 2017), time spent in these spaces revealed some
important dynamics around how we understand, and engage with, the more-than-human. Jane
Bennett’s important thought suggests that we ought to recognise the whole more-than-human
world as “vital, energetic, lively” (Bennett, 2010: 112). In this way, though the discussion of
the forest garden that I have so far offered considers only the fate of animals, the vernacular
practices of food production serves to broaden our attention to other actants (Hayes-Conroy
and Hayes-Conroy, 2010; Goodman, 2016). Here I draw upon the topic of soil during time
spent at Flourishing Fare, which shows how an ethics of care for the Anthropocene must be
able to extend to the level of the organismic (Haraway, 2015). After all, it is one thing to care
for an animal with a face, corporeal body and evident affective states (Tester, 2015), but how
might we care for something which has none of these characteristics?
Making sense of soil
During one of the volunteering sessions at Flourishing Fare, I was talking to one of the main
growers who had been involved in the site since its inception and was well versed in the trials
and tribulations of food production. I asked how they managed to produce such a wide variety
of vegetables with soil that, from an edaphological standpoint, hardly offered excellent growing
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conditions. He acknowledged that whilst the quality of the soil in the area was not ideal—
again, this was not an area of the country known for its arable heritage—it was only through a
lengthy and laboured process that they had managed to create a viable organic system. Without
drawing distinctions between these alternative spaces and an abstracted mainstream, the grower
lamented that so many in the world of food production would quickly reach for synthetic oil
derived fertilisers to ‘force’ soil to offer good growing conditions for any given crop. Indeed,
even the previously discussed anomalous presence of nitrogen in the atmosphere today is the
result of these drives to master, replicate and accelerate what were seemingly ‘natural’
processes through what this grower described as “chemical farming”. As it happened, the fixing
of nitrogen was central to this grower’s attempts to produce food in ways that engaged with
the more-than-human world down to the smallest possible scale.
As the grower detailed, the humble clover covers a wide genus of legumes that perform this
important role of fixing nitrogen into ammonia in soil. It is commonly grown by many farmers
on fallow land to let it recover, yet often this is done in what the grower deemed to be an
indiscriminate way. Growing clover in a more precise, and targeted, way brought with it a
variety of benefits. As my field notes from this discussion show:
Clover: fix nitrogen. Grow → till soil. What kind grown? Green/white/red [clover]. But
depends on what grown before. Timing. What grows next? No hard and fast rule: look
at and feel the soil. Work with it, NOT against it!
As I stood with a handful of soil at the grower’s request, my own lack of knowledge became
evident. Whilst I had very little idea as to how one might judge soil health, the grower read it
as a rich source of information, with various ‘hints’ that might suggest other happenings in the
soil on the site. Without fetishising the grower’s relationship to the soil, what was important
was this sense of always working with it. Much of this had been completed in the grower’s
early years at the site, and he told me of the need to learn from the soil as to what it might want.
Early on, the grower favoured strains of clover that would root deep into the ground, pulling
up nutrients that most crops would otherwise not be able to reach: “I’ve all the potassium and
all the phosphate that were on all the hills […] but it’s all down deep in my subsoil. […] [I]f I
grow a clover that mines my subsoil, not only does it aid drainage, it pulls that nutrition up and
then I incorporate it into the top four inches where all the life is” (emphasis mine). Over time,
this practice of growing clover that would reach different strata within the soil served to
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transform the site into one that, by comparison to the surrounding area, offered significantly
better growing conditions. Despite soil bringing with it a variety of negative connotations—
death, decay and waste—recognising it as something full of diverse lifeforms and a sense of
its own living agency shows how AFNs might prompt us to extend an ethics of care to the level
of the organismic.
Using clover to nurture the soil was, however, something that took time. Though hard to
accurately estimate—in a way growing food necessitated an ongoing, and forever
experimental, co-operation with the more-than-human (Carolan, 2013)—the grower suggested
that it took approximately seven years to transform the site from when he first began. Of course,
food could be grown in the meantime, but it was more difficult and the yields were significantly
worse: everything that purveyors of productivist agriculture would find unsatisfactory. These
discontinuities bring to the fore the asynchronous temporalities between the human and morethan-human worlds in establishing an ethic of care for the Anthropocene (Szerszynski, 2017;
Puig de la Bellacasa, 2015). In the domain of soil systems and Earth surface processes, seven
years is an instant, whilst in the (much shorter) timespans of the human this is a significant
period. Recognising our dependency on soil and all the vibrant life it contains is prescient,
especially that now that the prognosis of ‘peak soil’, much like ‘peak oil’, has been proclaimed
and is “heading towards exhaustion without equivalent efforts to renew it” (Puig de la
Bellacasa, 2015: 693). Given the ills of the Anthropocene, part of establishing the ethic of care
that I have been arguing for here is about decentering human subjectivity and the immediacy
of normative ethical frameworks, instead attempting to work at the (various) timescales of the
more-than-human world (Collard et al., 2015). The urgency and rapidity that partly
characterises productivist logics behind food production ought to be understood as an attempt
to enforce human timescales on a planet offering little more than a disparate series of
‘resources’ to be exploited, which this ethic of care discourages us from.
The limits of non-human agency
Engaging in care for the more-than-human world in the processes of food production was,
however, fraught with tensions that recurred throughout the time I spent on these sites. In this
way, whilst we ought to recognise the positive lessons that we can take from these sites in
addressing the Anthropocene, it is worth being wary of offering an account that descends into
an uncritical eco-maternalism (Buck, 2015). This perspective risks romanticising ‘nature’ as
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purely benevolent and failing to pay significant attention to the dynamics of the vernacular
practices within these spaces. Drawing on a situation that occurred later in the time I spent at
Flourishing Fare, I will show how differing organisational dynamics come into tension with
the ethic of care that I have so far outlined, highlighting for the need to crucially situate these
understandings within complex organisational contexts.
With the weather warming, my return to the site coincided with the height of the summer
harvesting season. The sheer glut of produce on site now meant that the work of the volunteers
took on an extra degree of importance, and as I arrived early on a Saturday morning for another
session, I checked in with one of the growers on the site who told me about a challenging
problem that had faced in the week previously.
With the financial status of the site continuously precarious, the harvesting season signalled
the important arrival of a wide range of salad leaves with short growing windows. Though
seemingly insignificant, the salad leaves provided a valuable source of income, with links made
to temporarily supply local restaurants and cafés. Despite growing the salad leaves within a
fully organic system, as well as in a greenhouse with a pond in it—quite unlike overly familiar
images of industrial monocultures—they had developed a problem with dock beetle. Though
refusing to cast them out simply as ‘pests’ worthy of eradication, the dock beetle had damaged
the salad leaves which meant that much of the crop could not be sold. In any other
circumstances, this would be a minor inconvenience, yet the financial significance of the salad
leaves meant action had to be taken. The grower had made use of every permitted spray under
the organic certification to deter the beetle and had even gone as far as digging up the crop and
moving it out of the greenhouse, yet none of these tactics had any success.
After much deliberation with others at the site, the grower had regrettably decided to apply for
an exemption from the strict rules of the organic certification board. Though temporary, this
exemption would permit the grower to use a class of pesticide (a pyrethroid) on the salad leaves
to rid them of the dock beetle. I asked her to explain how this process works:
[T]o be allowed to use it in an organic system you need to explain how you’re going to
minimise its use, explain that you’ve done everything else that you could possibly do,
explain that the economic impact on your business will be significant and you will be
checked on that […] because it kills insects indiscriminately. […] So I’m saying I’m
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only going to use it on a crop that’s very economically important to us and which can’t
be sold when it’s full of holes [and] like I’m not going to take a great big sprayer and
spray it [everywhere]. If I was a non-organic farmer I could do what I liked with that
and no-one would mind or ask me about it.
The grower’s evident unease with the decision to use the pyrethroid pesticide shows that such
decisions were not arrived at in a trivial way. That this space was grounded in an ethic to cooperate with the more-than-human world, as opposed to control it, seems antithetical to their
usage of the pesticide. As the grower later told me, for her “the betterness of the vegetable is
[in] the ethics of the organisation” and her preference would have been to say “okay, that’s life,
just compost it all” until the next opportunity to grow it. Whilst it seems reductionist (and
arguably capitalocentric, to borrow Gibson-Graham’s terminology) to suggest that it was
simply a case of economic imperatives forcing, or determining, this response to the dock beetle,
clearly to some degree the financial importance of the salad leaves served to rearticulate their
practices.
In this way, it is not enough to posit that we might envisage food production in the
Anthropocene as occurring within “site[s] of relationship” (Buck, 2015: 374) as opposed to
sites of control grounded, as Ingold puts it, in the masculinised “colonial image of the conquest
of nature” (Ingold, 2000: 82). ‘Relationship’ here remains undertheorised, and sees the human
as a passive receptor to the various agencies of the more-than-human world. As the case of the
pyrethroid shows, the recognition of these agencies occurs within organisational contexts and
under the pressures of competing logics which are not necessarily reconcilable. Whilst partly
economic, the decision to use the pesticide is bound up with aesthetic judgements around what
a ‘good’ salad leaf must look like from a human perspective, and shows the ways in which
more-than-human agency comes to be constrained. Of course, such an instance of pesticide
usage does not make it all that surprising that Anthropocene is haunted by dystopian visions of
industrial monocultures: acres of palm oil and soy where virgin rainforest once stood. These
monocultures, as Buck fairly argues, are merely ‘sites of control’ writ large, and legitimated
through the domination of more-than-human agency under the rubric of the human. By
comparison, a feminine ethic of care for the more-than-human world must be understood as
providing something of an antidote to the ills of the Anthropocene, though it is important to
recognise its limits. As the discussion so far shows, the undergirding of these spaces with this
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ethic can help us, over time, to recognise the commonality underlying all our existences in the
Anthropocene.
Feeling and recognising commonality
The commonality I refer to here does not aim to entirely erase ontological difference between
the human and more-than-human worlds, but instead to recognise the interdependency joining
us all together. Though the pyrethroid shows how this presents us with some difficult,
sometimes contradictory decisions, other cases such as the discussion of soil shows how we
might grow food in co-operation with the more-than-human world. Drawing on Jean-Luc
Nancy (2000), Gibson-Graham suggest that we all share an “inessential commonality of
negotiating our own implication in the existence of others” (Gibson-Graham, 2006a: 88). The
existence of others must here be understood as not simply human others, but an expanded remit
covering the more-than-human world.
AFNs, I argue, with their attempts to organise food production differently, can enable us to
“share meaning and find ways of being together in the world” (Gibson-Graham, 2006a: 82) in
ways that are not engendered by more ‘mainstream’ socio-ecological relations. By way of
example, FairTrade schemes initially heralded the possibility of connecting distant actors in
food supply chains through what Dolan (2010) understands as a ‘virtual morality’ operating at
a distance, perhaps allowing us to care for others who would have otherwise been invisible. In
doing so, such a scheme was hoped to break down commodity fetishism and make more
tangible links across food supply chains. The many critical appraisals of FairTrade that have
been offered, notably Berlan and Dolan (2014), however suggest that this initial promise has
instead manifested in an ever-growing responsibilisation of the discursively-constructed figure
of ‘the consumer’ (Evans et al., 2017). In making (Western) consumers ever more responsible
for mitigating the externalities of their own, singular consumption practices, a now
conventionalised FairTrade remains stuck at the level of normative decision-making and the
narrowed sense agency that it confers. In the final empirical fragment, I turn our attention to
Wood Grove to show how AFNs can enable a wider recognition of pluralised agency, and with
it a commonality, that Gibson-Graham and Roelvink (2010) identify as crucial to their
‘economic ethics’ for the Anthropocene.
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Though Wood Grove had been running for a much shorter timespan than the other sites, the
sheer level of enthusiasm of the volunteers who regularly attended to contribute meant that
they had transformed this site from a sodden field into a mixed space for growing food, with
grand ambitions for the future. Not only did the volunteers wish to continue diversifying the
range of food that they grew on the site, but many told me of their desire to host educational
workshops on the site and continue to open the space to the wider community. Given the truly
varied backgrounds of the volunteers that were already involved in the site, the critique that
CSA schemes reproduce exclusionary identity politics on raced and classed lines (Slocum,
2006) found little traction here. On a particularly inclement Sunday afternoon, I asked one of
the founding members of the site as to what she thought motivated the volunteers to return
week after week in these unpleasant conditions.
Whilst a share of the weekly harvest may seem like an obvious motivation, the founder told
me of their challenges in the early stages to regularly gather together enough volunteers to
undertake the sheer level of work that the site required. To talk of the food alone was not
enough to get people to regularly return. Instead, they needed something that would connect
the volunteers to site and the wider project that they were trying to enact. The founder drew
my attention to a wooded area on the edge of the (large) site which was gradually being
expanded as a conservation area. Collectively they decided that on their first visit to the site,
new volunteers would be asked to plant a tree sapling in this area which would become ‘their’
tree. This was felt to give a sense of permanence within the site and some of the long-standing
volunteers could even point ‘their’ trees out to me. As a small group of us were walking through
the conservation area to see the trees, an oddly existential feeling emerged: even though we
(the humans) were responsible for planting these trees, they would likely long outlive our short
existences on this planet. This ought not lead to nihilism or a sense of futility. After all, who
knows what brief warmth this canopy might provide to some other being in this otherwise ‘cold
cosmos’ (Clark, 2010) long into the future?
An ethics of care approach for the Anthropocene requires a recognition of the shared
commonality of being. Too many ills of this age are derived from the dominance of the
individual Western subject and its inalienable sovereignty. It is only through this singularity
and bounded sense of being that the ability to act over a world it dominates comes to be
possible. By instead recognising care for the more-than-human, we can recognise how we do
not act over a world but exist within it together. ‘Being-in-common’ within the world in this
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way is therefore as much a ‘praxis’ as it is a call for inventive and generative organisation. The
AFNs that I have discussed here are embryonic and can help us to recognise the potentiality of
the present in organising differently beyond the ills of the here-and-now (Carolan, 2016),
prompting us to consider how else might we organise-in-common as we rush headlong into the
Anthropocene.
Conclusion: a caring Anthropocene
By drawing on ethnographic reflections of time that I spent in three CSA schemes, here I have
argued that alternative spaces in the world of food can serve to foster a more-than-human ethics
of care for the Anthropocene. Undoubtedly, debate will continue as to how we best describe or
name this age following on from the Holocene, and the search for culpability continues (e.g.
Bonneuil and Fressoz, 2016). Yet beyond the question of who (or what) we might blame, there
is a more positive way out of this mess. The account that I have offered here is an attempt to
articulate such a path. In the face of overbearing and totalised capitalism, in which the future
can only be imagined as a worse, more Hobbesian version of the present, we must always
remember to read for difference. Recognising the present “as active, a process, a series of
becomings” (Stock et al., 2015a: 219) forces us to take notice of the potentiality of the hereand-now, and of heterogeneous relationships within our social and economic worlds that might
be articulated on markedly different terms. Though positive change may sometimes seem far
away, it is not arrived at via distant horizons but instead in the immanence of the present.
The case of AFNs, as I have suggested, are such instances of potentially positive change,
striving towards these new becomings. These are spaces which exist despite the seeming
totality of capitalism, and can point towards different, hopeful ways of mattering and existing
within the more-than-human world. This more-than-human engagement involves “actively
connecting with the more than human, rather than simply seeing connection” (Gibson-Graham,
2011: 2, emphasis in original). In this way, we must be open “to what can be learned from what
is happening on the ground” (Gibson-Graham and Roelvink, 2010: 342) and “read the
potentially positive futures barely visible in the order of things, […] [in] imagin[ing] how to
strengthen and move them along” (Gibson-Graham and Roelvink, 2010: 342). Though Buck
(2015) is correct in saying that we ought not see these glimpses of potentially positive futures
as sufficient replacements for wider social, political and economic change, they may instead
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offer a glimpses of ways in which we can all organise in articulating more caring futures for
the world which sustains our collective existence.
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